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President's Musings
Shortly after you receive this issue of TELL ,

American Helvetia Philatelic Society will be holding it s
annual convention in conjunction with MILCOPEX i n
Milwaukee, Wisconsin . It should be a great conferenc e
starting off on Thursday afternoon, Sept . 17, with
HELVETIA 98, a half session of presentations an d
discussions on various aspects of Swiss Philately by a
distinguished group of international speakers . If you
have a subject to present, contact Harlan Stone, wh o
is organizing this event . Thursday evening there wil l
be an informal get together with the local Swis s
society . This should be a fun evening with a chance to
talk to Swissophiles .

The actual show runs Friday thru Sunday and
Chuck LaBlonde has arranged for two Swiss judges .
Friday evening we will get together at Mader's, a fin e
German restaurant . Saturday afternoon there will be
an AHPS annual meeting . At this time the only
agenda items are locations for future conventions . If
anyone has an agenda item, please let me know a s
soon as possible . Saturday evening is the show
awards banquet .

Since we have about half the frames, we should
do well at the awards banquet . Sunday there will b e
an AHPS swap meet. This is a great opportunity t o
sell some of your duplicates and pick up some item s
for your collection .

As you can see it will be a busy four days with a
lot of opportunities to learn more about Swis s
Philately and meet a group of very interesting people .
However if Milwaukee is not convenient for you, the n
plan on attending one of the future conventions . The
potential sites are :

Nov 1999 - Orlando, F L
2000 - ???

Oct 2001 - Los Angeles, C A
2002 - ???

May 2003 - Denver, C O
If none of these are convenient, then propose a sit e
that is . There are two openings in the next five years .
One should be in the midwest and one should be in
the upper East coast .

	

Dick Barton

The Swiss Fieldpost during the
Active Service 1939-45

by Arthur Wyss
translated by Rudy Schaelchli

The following article was written for the 100th
anniversary of the Swiss Military Fieldpos t

(1889-1989) .

The Fieldpost (FP) was better prepared fo r
W.W. II on the 2 Sept . 1939 mobilization than i n
1914 at the beginning of W.W. I .

The newly appointed FP Director, Major Han s
Frutigen, was promoted in 1940 to Lieutenant-Colonel
and then in 1945 to Colonel . He was able to call on

17 FP units on 29 August that were mobilized with
the first Border Guard troops . At the same time the
Civil Military Mail Collecting Stations were transferre d
to the Fieldpost . Then on 2 Sept . when the rest of th e
430,000 strong Swiss army was mobilized, another 1 3
FP units were added . On 1 January 1939 the FP had
1,012 employees, but with the additional work, mor e
and more people were needed . In 1940 for the firs t
time, 125 FHD (Women Volunteer Service) were calle d
to help the mail service. By 1 January 1945 th e
Military Mail Service employed 2,744 man an d
women .

The FP regulations were contained in six
manuals with 3,840 positions that changed to 10,00 0
by 1945 .

To facilitate the mail service, they used th e
same vehicles as the Provision Units to deliver th e
mail to the troops . Each company and unit receive d
an FP number, reaching 1,100 by the end of the war ,
that enabled a faster way to reach the soldiers . The
main transport was by railroad . To avoid overloading
the civil mail, the military rail mail was organized
where the mail was sorted on route by the GP
soldiers . Many other modes of transport were als o
used such as hand carts, bicycles, motor bikes, trucks ,
mules, and skis .

Most of the equipment used by the FP, valued
at SwFr. 1,000,000, was donated by the Swiss PTT .
The items handled by the FP reached 600,703,60 0
pieces by 1945, about three times as much as during
W.W. I .

Due to the free-franc privilege of the military, the
PTT lost about SwFr. 120,000,000 in tax revenue
between 1939 and 1945 . The big mail load during
the Christmas seasons called for a restriction of 1 2
pounds per parcel for a short time .

Another big part of the FP employees' work was
in the lost and found office where 11,000 parcels an d
190,000 letters had to be worked on due t o
insufficient or lost addresses . After the July 1943
ruling that all parcels had to be signed for, most of the
"losses" were avoided .

Then in 1940 when 40,000 French and Polish
soldiers crossed the Swiss border, the FP was als o
involved in that service . By 1945 the number of
internees reached 90,000 . The FP handled
24,000,000 letters and parcels for them . They all had
to be inspected by the censors . The manual for the
internee mail was printed in German, French, Italian ,
English, Polish, Serbian, Greek and Russian becaus e
many of the internees worked together with the FP in
the mail room. The internees also enjoyed free-fran c
privileges .

The Fieldpost was only partially involved in th e
Red Cross mail concerning the prisoners of war in th e
different countries . Again the Swiss PTT carried the
cost of SwFr . 1,200,000 for the 19,976 railroad cars
used to transport the 180,134,200 letters an d
52,420,400 parcels from 1939-1945 .
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A Visit to Hélio Courvoisier S.A.
by Dick Hal l

I began collecting Swiss stamps over 40 year s
ago when I became enchanted by the beauty of thei r
stamps with the flowers and bugs . Of course, we al l
know these as the Pro Juventute issues which have a
long history in Swiss philately dating back to 1913 .

When my wife and I decided to spend our
birthdays (which are 8 days apart) in France and
western Switzerland, what could be more obvious as a
part of our travels than a pilgrimage to the plac e
where the Pro Juventute stamps have been printe d
since 1931 (except for 1932) - the printing firm of Hélio
Courvoisier S .A. in La Chaux–de–Fonds in the Jura
mountains above Neuchâtel . I wrote to the firm i n
January and was very pleased to receive a quic k
response welcoming my wife and me to tour th e
facility. We set a date for April 6, a Monday .

We drove to La Chaux–de–Fonds on Sunday
and visited the fantastic Clock Museum there and the
equally fine, but very different Clock Museum in L e
Locle . We also hiked along the Doubs River (shown on
the 10c+10c Pro Patria issue of 1952) to view the Saut
de Doubs, an 89–foot waterfall . We also scouted ou t
the location of Courvoisier, a task made easy by great
directions and the fact that it was a quiet Sunday and
we had no traffic to contend with . For those of you
unfamiliar with La Chaux–de–Fonds, it is a very long ,
thin city with the main street being the route betwee n
Neuchâtel and the French border at the Doubs River .
Courvoisier is located a couple of blocks off the main
street in a neighborhood that is mixed industrial an d
residential . La Chaux–de–Fonds is much mor e
famous to the non–philatelists of the world as the
home of the Swiss watch industry . Figure 1 shows a
view of the Courvoisier
facility and Figure 2
shows the Directeur of
Courvoisier, Gilbert Hutin ,
and me standing outside
the main entrance .

Promptly at 10 am
on that Monday, my wife
and I were welcomed int o
the Courvoisier facility by
Ms .
administrative assistant to the Directeur of the firm,
Gilbert E. Hutin. She brought us to their receptio n
room, the walls of which are lined with some of the
stamps they have printed and the many awards the
firm has received for the high quality of its output .
Monsieur Hutin then joined us and filled us in on the
background of the firm . The firm was founded by
Alexandre Courvoisier in 1880 as L 'Imprimerie
Courvoisier to print the advertising brochures for the
many watchmakers of the town . The printery grew
and eventually was printing the town's newspaper .
The firm was incorporated in 1926 and remained in

the hands of the Courvoisier family until 1987 .
In 1928 the firm acquired a photogravure press

and was soon asked by the Swiss PTT to prepar e
essays for Swis s
stamps . This resulted .
in their first contract
to print postage
stamps - the three low
values of the 1931 Pro
Juventute issue o f
Switzerland . In 1933
they began printing
stamps for th e
Principalit y
Liechtenstein and in
1935 for the Grand
Duchy of Luxembourg .
Over the years they
have printed for more
than 100 nations
around the world . Quite a success story.

In 1989 the firm was reconstituted as a Limite d
Liability Company under the laws of Switzerland . Its
ownership is 80% by a partnership of French Swis s
businessmen and 20% by the Swiss Post. As I
mentioned before, Gilbert Hutin was brought in as th e
Directeur of the firm . M. Hutin is a geologist by
training, an occupation which brought him to countrie s
all around the globe, a fitting background for th e
printer to the world !

The firm itself is actually quite small, there are
around 50 employees, but each is a master of his o r
her craft . The pride evidenced by the staff during ou r
visit makes it clear why the quality of Courvoisier' s
output is so high .

After signing Courvoisier's guest book, M. Hutin
took us on a personal tour of the facility from
beginning to end . We began in the room where the
stamps are designed . Figure 3 shows a view of the
equipment upon which the stamps are designed-- -
Macintosh computers! Yes, everything at Courvoisier
is state–of–the–art and everything is done digitally .

They were i n
the process of
designing a set of
stamp sfor
Luxembourg based
on some ol d
drawings . They
had scanned in the
designs and were
experimenting with
border and lettering styles . Once they are satisfied
with a set of possible designs, they will transmit the
designs electronically, either by fax or by e–mail to the
Luxembourg Post for their approval . Once approval is
granted, they will print the various color separation s
onto photographic transparency material, retouch a s
necessary and then rescan the various images at very

Cocco, who is the

	

Figure 1 .

Figure 2 .

Figure ;i .
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Figure 7 .

high resolution to produce a digital file for the design .
The old step—and—repeat camera has been

supplanted by the computer. The whole cylinder
layout is done on the computer so gone are the days o f
the "Morse O" or "banana" flaws philatelists love from
the wartime issues of Courvoisier . Also gone is the
etching of the printing cylinders . Courvoisier was the
first stamp printer, in 1991, to us e
computer—controlled engraving to produce the printing
cylinders . They use an Ohio Electronic Engraver ,
shown in Figure 4 to produce the cylinders . I asked
M. Hutin why they chose the American device over a
Swiss or German version (the three firms which were
in the business in 1991) . He said the American
version came with the best software package !

After the cylinders are engraved, they are
inspected with a
video microscope
unit that rides
on the surface of
the cylinde r
Figure 5 show s
an

	

employe e
examining a
cylinder . He can
enlarge the view
of a given area

on the cylinder so that the individual engraved cell s
are clearly discernible on the video monitor. They
explained to us
that the lines of
each cylinder are
engraved at a
different angle to
prevent Moir (
interferencein
th e output
product .

The copper
cylinders ar e
chrome plate d
prior to their use . If a cylinder begins to show wear ,
all they have to do is chemically strip off the chromium
and replate it and they have a cylinder as good as
new .

Figures 6 through 9 are various views of th e
printing press . Figure 6 shows the roll of stamp pape r
feeding into the first printing unit . They were printin g

a souvenir sheet to b e
given out at thei r
annual open house a
few weeks after our
visit . It is a
multicolored tour de
force where they are
really "strutting thei r
stuff." I hope to be
able to get copies of
the sheet for members

interested . Stay tuned. The
press is a one—of—a—kin d
which Courvoisier buil t
themselves . It has all sorts
of electronic controls fo r
registration, etc .

They also have a singl e
color version of the press on
which they were printing a

low value Thai definitive the day we were there . They
can also print stamps photo lithographically . This is

Figure 8 .

of particular benefit to the smaller posta l
administrations where printings are only in the 10s o f
thousands and the expense of photogravure printing is
not warranted .

Figure 10 i s an
interesting shot . These (
are buckets of ink which
they keep on hand fo]
the current job . They
also keep th eold
cylinders for severa l
years for the same
reason. Figure 11 shows
M. Hutin and me examining a portion of their "library "
of old cylinders . After a good period of time whe n
customers indicate that no reprints will be needed ,

they reuse the cylinders .
Figure 12 shows th e

"library" of perforation
combs . Most countries
limit their stamps to a
small range of sizes so
the same perforatio n
comb can be used over
and over again . However ,
some countries change
their stamp size with jus t

about every issue . Obviously, if Courvoisier can reuse
a perforation comb, they can bid a lower price for an
issue .

But to some postal administrations, price is n o
object. M. Hutin told us about a special souveni r
sheet the Sultan of Brunei wanted printed in an issue
of around 1000. Each sheet was to be (Cont . on pg . 7 )

Figure 4 .

Figure 5 .

Figure 6 .

Figure 9 .

Figure 10 .

Figure 11 .
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Philatelic ... also Poignant
by Richard L. Fath

A while back my wife cleaned ou t
cupboards . Her discards included a few smal l
pieces of silver plate . Two precious metal
dealers I took the pieces to confirmed tha t
indeed the candy dish and the others were not
sterling and that they had negligible cash value .
So I took them to a local flea market dealer who
also dabbles in philatelics . He agreed to trade .

The dealer did not have much in the way
of Swiss covers and they were not in such goo d
condition, but then neither was my tarnishe d
silver plate . I took home what he had knowin g
that there would not be much of value, but I did
find some items of interest, including the three
covers in the illustrations .

Many AHPS members are astute an d
sharp-eyed, so I'll ask them to look closely at
Figure 1 (Davos-Filiale 27 .XII .05) and Figure 2
(Davos-Filiale 21 .II .06) . They should find thre e
philatelic differences between the two covers . Please
do the inspection before you read on .

First, it is rather obvious that Figure 1 has only

Figure 1

one CDS cancellation while Figure 2 has two .
Normally during the timeframe of these covers I am
used to seeing the CDS on both the stamp and the
cover as in Figure 2 . Why did the first cover get
stamped only once? Who knows? Perhaps, lack of
interest by the postal clerk on that second day afte r
Christmas? Or the mail was particularly heavy and in
the rat-a-tat of stamping and turning envelopes ther e
was a lost synchronization and the preceding or the
following envelop got three stamps? At any rate you r
guess is as good as mine. . .in fact, probably better .

Figure 2

Second, the address of the first cover does not
include the state ; whereas, the second cover is clearly
addressed to Tennessee . The incomplete addres s
caused a problem and the December letter was firs t

sent to Pennsylvania. On the back of the
cover there is a January 4, 1906 stamp from
Linden, Pa ., a small town west of
Williamsport in central Pennsylvania . It
would be interesting to know how muc h
longer it took the letter to get to Tennessee ,
but unfortunately there are no other
indicative markings . Assuredly, the lette r
did reach its desired destination, because al l
three of these covers ended up together .

One might assume that the answer to
the first letter included instructions o n
address requirements, since "Tenn ." on the
second envelop is underlined . Incidentally ,
the second cover was backstamped on March
7, 1906 in Linden, which is a remote small
town in western Tennessee about seventy
miles southwest of Nashville and just east of
the Tennessee River .

Ability to detect the third differenc e
may depend on the sharpness of the
reproductions. Certainly, however, even i f
the illustrations are slightly blurred, ou r

Standing Helvetia specialists will note that the tw o
stamps are from different issues . On the December
cover the stamp is a Zumstein #87 (Scott #106), 2 5
Cts . blue Type I issued in August 1905, and on th e
February cover it is a Zumstein #93 (Scott #112), 2 5
Cts. light blue Type II issued in 1906 . In spite of the
tape markings and other smudges on these first two
covers, they make an interesting pair because of their
appearance similarities, their closeness in time and
the fact that the stamps are from the different issues .

(Cont. on page 7 )
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Philatelic . . . also Poignant (Cont. from page 6 )

Now we come to the poignant . While the first
two envelops were addressed to C . Leslie Pearson, the
third one (Figure 3), also franked with the Type II re -
engraved stamp, was sent to Mrs . Pearson. That
envelop surprisingly still contained its letter . In it the
correspondent expressed condolences to Mrs. Pearson
on the recent death of her husband .

So, from my point of view the trip to the fle a
market dealer was worthwhile . The covers I got ma y
not be treasures, but they proved remarkabl y
interesting when I looked at them closely .

Figure 3

Courvoisier (Cont. from page 5 )

in its ow n
pres enta tio n
case. You can
imagine wha t
that issue cost! !

Once the
sheets come off
the press and are
inspected, they
are bundled into
pads of between

50 and 500 and wrapped and shipped off to the pos t
offices of the world . For non–European customers, th e
stamps are trucked to the Zürich airport for ai r
shipment to the country . Very high security surrounds
all of the Courvoisier facility and the stamps are
counted and recounted to prevent "mysteriou s
disappearances . "

Our tour ended in the shipping department, s o
we truly saw the process from the original idea to the
final product .

M. Hutin was a most gracious host and my wife
and I will long remember our time in Courvoisier .
Monsieur Hutin, merci beaucoup!!

Computer Stamp s
by Charles J. LaBlonde, CPhH

(With many thanks to Michael Rutherfoor d
for the covers)

Those beautiful Swiss stamps that we all kno w
and love and collect are under constant assault . It' s
just easier for a post office counter clerk to push
several computer buttons than to dig out a rea l
stamp. The latest examples are shown here (reduce d
to 80%) .

The first is a domestic letter from Aarau with
the B-Post 70 centime rate .

The second is posted in Zofingen at the smal l
package rate of 3 .5 francs .

From a friend in Geneva I receive large
packages of covers . . .nothing special, just what he and
his family and his doctor get in their daily mail . In the
last 8 packets from my friend (a pile of covers over 8
inches tall) there were only seven covers bearing
postage stamps !

Figure 12 .
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AHPS Auction 11 3

The Zumstein 1992 Specialized Switzerland catalog is the basis for the value column except where noted ; the
conversion rate used is SFr . 1 = US$ .70 .

Please send your bids to Bruce Marsden, AHPS Bids, 1920 Carmelita Ave ., Burlingame, CA 94010 or b y
email to bmarsden@slip .net. Bids must be received by October 15, 1998 . All lots except the cover selections

are illustrated at our new web address : http://www.slip.net/~bmarsden/AHPS If you do not own a modem -
equipped computer with Internet access, inquire at your local public library as many libraries are installin g

Internet access for public use . Alternatively, send me an SASE and I will send a black&white print out of lot s
you are interested in .

I am pleased to present an all new selection of offerings including several from first-time consignors . I would

call your particular attention to the literature section which contains several excellent reference works that yo u
may have missed adding to your library when first released . As always it has been a treat for me to prepare thi s
material for sale .

The under-minimum bid experiment that I conducted last time was not a huge success in that it did not dra w
flocks of additional bids and the affected consignors received the bids with only mixed enthusiasm . For thi s

auction I will pass on under minimum bids directly to the consignors who may contact the bidders to arrange a
private sale outside of the auction process . We'll see how that works . Again, I appreciate your feedback o n

how we can make these auctions more useful for the membership .

Consignments are wanted for the January/February auction. The material most likely to sell is the unique and
seldom seen and items in top quality . Seconds, spacefillers, etc . are not in demand from our members . The
consignment deadline is November 1, 1998 . Consignments will be immediately acknowledged by return

postcard. Please mail to : Bruce Marsden, AHPS Auction, 1920 Carmelita Ave ., Burlingame, CA 94010 .

Remember bid high and bid often! And thank you for your suppport .

Indicate d
Lot

	

Description

	

Value

	

Reserve
Classic

1

	

Zst.15I (Sc . 5) 5rp . blue, Type 5, used PD cancel, 3 large margins, cut at frame line at right, no
other faults . SBK . '98 Sfr . 2000, Scott '97 $130 0

2 Zst . 16II (Sc . 8) 10 rp . Yellow, Stone Al, used, PP cancel, 4 margins, small crease in upper lef t
corner and tiny thin spots in the center, probably caused by the canceller . SBK '98 Sfr . 650, Scott
'97 $140

3

	

Zst . 16II (Sc . 8) 10 rp . yellow, used, grill cancel, 3 margins, cut at bottom frame line, SBK '98 Sfr .
200, Scott '97 $140

4

	

Zst . 17II 1 .09 (Sc .10) 5 rp. blue & red, used, grill cancel, two full margins, cut at frame lines a t
top left, thin paper, SBK '98 Sfr . 500, Scott '97 $125

5

	

Zst . 20 (Sc. 12) large 15 rp . vermillion, used, blue grill cancel, generous top and left margins, in a t
bottom, cut on right frame line, SBK '98 Sfr . 200, Scott '97 $12 5

6

	

Zst. 20 (Sc . 12) large 15 rp . vermillion Type 7, used, grill cancel, 3 margins, cuts top frame line,
SBK '98 Sfr . 200, Scott '97 $125

Strubel s
7

	

Zst. 21G (Sc . 35) 2 rp . grey, used, CDS, 2 frame lines, cut in at top left, SBK '98 Sfr . 750, Scott
'97 $50 0

8

	

Zst. 21G (Sc . 35) 2 rp . grey, used, CDS, 3+ frame lines, cut in at top left, corner crease, SBK '9 8
Sfr . 750, Scott '97 $500

9

	

Zst. 22D (Sc . 25) 5 rp . brown, used, CDS, just 4 frame lines, small thin in top left corner, SBK '9 8
Sfr . 50, Scott '97 $32 .5 0

10

	

Zst. 23C (Sc . 27) 10 rp . blue, used, CDS, 2++ frame lines, Zst . '92 Sfr. 50, Scott '97 $32 .50
11

	

Zst. 23E (Sc. 27a) 10 rp . light blue, used, grill cancel, almost 3 frame lines including right shee t
margin, cut in very slightly at left SBK '98 Sfr. 550, Scott '97 $375

1400 30 0

455 11 0

140 4 0

350 90

140 40

140 5 0

525 11 5

525 128

35 1 0

35 1 4
385 98
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Indicate d
Lot

	

Description

	

Value

	

Reserve

	

12

	

Zst. 23F (Sc . 32A) 10 rp . blue, used, very pale grill cancel, 3 frame lines, SBK '98 Sfr . 1300 ,
Scott '97 $100 0

	

13

	

Zst . 24B (Sc . 22) 15 rp . pink, used, grill cancel, 4 frame lines, SBK '98 Sfr . 120, Scott '97 $8 0

	

14

	

Zst . 25F (Sc . 34) 20 rp . orange, used, 1859 Mutier CDS, 3 frame lines, SBK '98 Sfr . 300, Scott '9 8
$200

	

15

	

Zst . 25G (Sc . 39) 20 rp. orange, used, Bern CDS, 4 frame lines . Zst . '92 Sfr . 100, Scott '97 $65

	

16

	

Zst. 25G (Sc . 39) 20 rp . orange, used, neat 1862 Zurich corner CDS, 4 frame lines . Zst . '92 Sfr .
100, Scott '97 $65

17 Zst. 25G (Sc. 39) 20 rp . orange, used, FLE . . .IER? CDS, 2++ frame lines. very pale thread ,
possibly yellow? Zst . '92 Sfr . 100, Scott '97 $65

	

18

	

Zst. 26C (Sc . 29) 40 rp. green, used, 1859 Glarue CDS, 3 frame lines, SBK '98 Sfr . 120, Scott '9 7
$80

	

19

	

Zst . 27C (Sc . 30) 1 Fr. blue-violet, used, grill cancel, 3-1/2 frame lines, silk thread mostl y
removed . SBK '98 Sfr . 1300, Scott '97 $85 0

	

20

	

Zst . 27D (Sc . 31) 1 Fr . grey, used, fine, 3 framelines, Zurich CDS . Zst '92 Sfr 1100, Scott '9 7
$850

Sitting Helveti a

	

21

	

Zst . 29 (Sc . 42) 3e black, used, CDS, F, SBK '98 Sfr . 175, Scott '97 $11 0

	

22

	

Zst. 34 (Sc . 47) 40¢ green, used, Bern-Roma . . . . Railway CDS, F-VF, SBK '98 Sfr . 80, Scott '9 7
$52.5

	

23

	

Zst. 36 (Sc . 50) 1Fr. gold, used, CDS, perf crease, SBK '98 Sfr. 170, Scott '97 $100

	

24

	

Zst. 36c (Sc . 50) 1Fr gold, used, F, two short perfs, Chaux-de-Fonds CDS Zst. '92 Sfr. 130, Scott
'97 $100

	

25

	

Zst. 36b (Sc . 50a) 1 Fr . bronze, used, F-VF, CDS Zst. '92 Sfr . 275, Scott '97 $375

	

26

	

Zst . 42 (Sc . 58) 40¢ grey, used, F, Geneve CDS, Zst. '92 Sfr . 175, Scott '97 $15 0

	

27

	

Zst . 42 (Sc . 58) 40¢ grey, used, box cancel, minor toning, F, SBK '98 Sfr . 220, Scott '97 $15 0

	

28

	

Zst . 42 (Sc . 58) 40¢ grey, used, box cancel, creased, F, SBK '98 Sfr . 220, Scott '97 $15 0

	

29

	

Zst . 43 (Sc . 59) 50¢ violet, used, CDS, F SBK '98 Sfr . 80, Scott '97 $4 5

	

30

	

Zst . 43 (Sc . 59) 500 violet, used, CDS, filled thin but attractive, SBK '98 Sfr . 80, Scott '97 $4 5

Cross & Numerals, Standing Helveti a

	

31

	

Zst. 63A (Sc . 75) 15¢ yellow, used WOHLE(N) CDS, F, SBK '98 Sfr . 50, Scott '97 $32 .5 0

	

32

	

Zst. 63A (Sc . 75) 15¢ yellow, used, CDS, touching at right, bright color, SBK '98 Sfr . 50, Scott
'97 $32 .50

	

33

	

Zst. 67B (Sc . 90) 25¢ green Perf 9-1/2, used, just F, centered to left, Zst . '92 Sfr . 17 .50, Scott '9 7
$1 4

34 Zst. 69A (Sc . 84) 40¢ grey, used, CDS, blue crayon loop at bottom, F, SBK '98 Sfr . 70, Scott '97
$45

	

35

	

Zst . 85 (Sc . 118) 15¢ maroon, used, SON CDS, centered to top right, fresh,

	

SBK '98 Sfr . 35 ,
Scott '97 $1 0

	

36

	

Zst . 86A (Sc . 119) on piece with Charge in red and Zurich registry label, two similar examples,
one VF stamp, second example only fine with pulled perfs . Zst . '92 Sfr . 5 .50, Scott '97 $4 .5 0

	

37

	

Zst. 92A (Sc . 111) 3Fr . brown, used, SON CDS, centered to top, SBK '98 Sfr . 210, Scott '97 $7 0

	

38

	

Zst. 92C (Sc . 111a) 3Fr . brown unused, og, small hr, perfs touch design at bottom, otherwise F ,
1992 Zst . SFR700, Scott '97 $31 0

	

39

	

Zst. 92C (Sc . 11 la) 3Fr . brown, used, CDS, centered to right, short perfs, SBK '98 Sfr . 330, Scot t
'97 $10 0

40 Zst. 97A (Sc. 122) 40¢ grey, used, SON CDS, corner perf missing, tear at bottom, F centering ,
SBK '98 Sfr. 75, Scott '97 $30

UPU and Later Regular Issue s
41

	

Zst . 107 (Sc . 136a) 40¢ violet & yellow, unused, LH, centered to right, SBK '98 Sfr . 35, Scott '97
$1 0

	

42

	

Zst . 107 (Sc . 136a) 40¢ violet and yellow, used, F, CDS SON, Zst . '92 Sfr . 130, Scott '97 $2 0

	

43

	

Zst . 107 (Sc . 136a) 40¢ violet & yellow, used, SON CDS, F, SBK '98 Sfr . 150, Scott '97 $20

910 22 0

84 3 0

210 5 6

70 2 0

70 2 0

70 20

84 2 3

910 220

770 17 5

122 23

56 1 2

119 2 0

91 1 2

192 7 0

122 3 5

154 3 5
154 3 5

56 1 2
56 3 7

35 8

35 1 0

12 3

49 1 5

24 1 0

4 2

147 3 2

490 100

231 8 0

52 1 2

24 1 0

91 6

105 24
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Indicated
Lot

	

Description

	

Value

	

Reserv e
44

	

Zst . 115z (Sc . 144a) 1 Fr . claret & pale green, grilled, used block of four with central CDS, F-VF ,
SBK '98 Sfr . 16 0

45

	

Zst. 116 (Sc . 145) 3Fr . Bistre & yellow, unused, og, HR, F-VF, Zst . '92 Sfr . 650, Scott '97 $25 0

46

	

Zst. 163-6 (Sc . 200-3) 90¢-2Fr . Cross in Shield, unused, og, hinged F-VF, Zst . '92 Sfr . 334, Scott
'98 $133 .2 5

47

	

Zst. 164-6 (Sc . 201-3) 1 .20-2Fr . Cross in Shield, unused, HR, F-VF, Zst . '92 Sfr . 291, Scott '98
$113 .25

48

	

Zst. 165z (Sc. 202a) 1 .50 Fr . blue & red, used block of four with central CDS, pulled corner perf
lower left o/w VF, SBK '98 Sfr. 11 0

49

	

Zst. 178 (Sc . 206) 5 Fr . Blue, unused, hinged, VF, Zst . '92 Sfr. 312 .50, Scott '98 $125
50

	

Zst. 200 (Sc . 225) 300 blue, unused horizontal pair, HR, VF SBK '98 Sfr . 110, Scott '98 $6 0
51

	

Zst. 218 (Sc . 246) 10 Fr . green, used, CDS VF, SBK '98 Sfr . 75, Scott '98 $1 2
52

	

Zst . 251 Pf. 2 .01 Abart 1 .09 (Sc . 278 var.) 2 Fr . maroon, double transfer on verge paper, unused ,
LH, F-VF, Ziegler certificate, SBK '98 Sfr. LP

Pro Juventute, Pro Patria, Other Semi-Postals
53

	

Zst . WI 3(Sc . B3) 10¢ red, used, corner CDS, 2 short perfs, F, SBK '98 Sfr . 165, Scott '97 $7 0
54 Zst . WI 4 (Sc . B4) 3¢ violet, used, SON CDS, VF, SBK '98 Sfr . 70, Scott '97 $2 0
55

	

Zst . WI 6 (Sc . B6) 10¢ red, used, corner CDS, partly pulled pelf, fine, attractive, SBK '98 Sfr .
140, Scott '97 $5 0

56

	

Zst . WI 24 (Sc. B24) 40¢ blue and red, used, F-VF, flag cancel, Zst . '92 Sfr . 100, Scott '97 $35

57

	

Zst . OZ41 (Sc . B229a) 1953 Pro Juventute miniature sheet of 24 in 4 setenant/tete beche bookle t
panes, hinged in margins, VF Zst . '92 Sfr . 350, Scott '98 $225

Postage Du e
58

	

Zst P 9II "N" (Sc . J9) 500¢ blue used, touching at right, Zst '92 Sfr . 110, Scott '97 $26
59

	

Zst . P 9IIa "K" (Sc . J9) 500¢ blue used, touching at top and right, violet crayon marking at cente r
right, Zst. '92 Sfr . 110, Scott '97 $26

60 Zst . P 2I E (Sc . J27 var) olive green and carmine, 100¢ used, touching at bottom, inverted Geneva
CDS, Zst . '92 Sfr . 6 0

61

	

Zst . P 21F (Sc . J27 var) olive green and carmine 100¢ used, touching at top, Basel CDS, Zst . '9 2
Sfr . 15 0

62 Zst . P 22C (Sc . J28a) yellow green and carmine 500¢ used, centered to top but F, Geneve 188 9
CDS, Zst. '92 Sfr . 55,Scott '97 $3 5

63

	

Zst. P 22F (Sc . J28) olive green and carmine 500¢ used, just touching at bottom, CDS, Zst. '9 2
Sfr . 55, Scott '97 $140

Kochermarke n
64 Zst Kochermarken 2a 5¢ violet and green unused, HR, F-VF Zst . '92 Sfr. 11 0
65 Zst Kochermarken 2b 5¢ blue and green unused, NH, corner bend F-VF Zst . '92 Sfr. 11 0

Telegrap h
66

	

Zst. T9 25¢ grey and red, unused, disturbed og, F, Zst . '92 Sfr . 26 0
67

	

Zst. T10 50¢ blue-grey and red, unused, traces of disturbed og, VF, Zst . '92 Sfr. 400
68

	

Zst. T11 . 1 Fr . green and red, unused, disturbed og, VF, Zst . '92 Sfr . 2800
Cover s

69

	

Zst. 43 (Sc . ) used on 24-IX-80 cover from Neuchatel to Landsheim, Germany, transit an d
receiving marks on reverse, top of cover cut down, minor cover faults, stamp F, attractive

	

SB K
'98 Sfr. 30 0

70 Zst 314 x 2, 315 on VF cover from Basel to Munich Postmarked "-7 .X .53-23" the day BEFOR E
the official first day of issue . Go figure . the FDC is Sfr 70 in Zumstein . Very reasonabl e
minimum for this novel item .

71

	

Zst . F3, F-12, and 140 (Sc . C3, C5-12, 140) on registered airmail cover postmarked 10 .IX .24 from
Zurich to Munich, red Munich airmail receiver on face, additional on reverse . small tear on 25 ¢
mentioned for accuracy, F-VP SBK '98 Sfr . 584

72

	

Selection of 10 covers and 1 card between 1948-1971, several registered, one express, couple lat e
FDCs, exhibitions, one with interspace and tete-beche items . 1985 Zumstein for used stamps off
cover and FDC Sfr 70 .65

112 3 7

455 125

234 5 5

203 3 5

77 2 9

218 6 0
77 20
52 1 4

190

115 2 6
49 1 1
98 2 3

70 8

245 6 0

77 5
77 5

42 8

105 2 0

38 8

38 8

77 40

77 5 0

182 5 5
280 8 0

1960 55 0

210 90

LP 1 0

408 17 0

49 15
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Description
Indicated

Value

	

ReserveLo t
73

	

Selection of 7 covers and 1 card between 1951-1961 all flanked with Pro Juventute issues of the

	

100

	

20
period . Couple registered, couple stamp days . 1985 Zumstein for used stamps off cover and Ta g
der Briefmarke/FDC Sfr 143 .35

74 Selection of 9 covers and 1 card between 1953-1961 all franked with Pro Patria issues of the

	

160

	

25
period . Mostly registered, 1 FDC . 1985 Zumstein for used stamps off cover and FDC Sfr 229 .5 5

Literature
75

	

1914 Zumstein Specialized Catalog, clothbound with very attractive artistic cover, 368 pp ., toned
page edges, some cover wear on spine, but nonetheless very attractive copy . German text .

76

	

Standing Helvetia 1882-1907 by Guinand, Valko, et . al . 352 pp . hardbound, listing varieties and
retouches . Loads of b&w illustrations, 16 color plates . Like new . German and French .

77 Perfins of Switzerland Album Catalog, 1972 by Ganz, Hurlimann, Enschede, 31 annotated albu m
pages plus introduction, 8-1/2x11", Acco bound, English and German .

78 Strubel by Hunziker 1986, 139 pp . hardbound with slipcover . Loads of b&w illustrations, 1 5
color plates . Like new. German and French.

79 Der Briefpostverkehr Schweiz-Ausland 1459-1907 by Richard Schäfer 1995 . 440 pp on Swis s
mail to foreign countries . More color illustrations than I can count . Published at Sfr 285 i n
Switzerland or $250 in US . Like new. German .

80 Uber die Frankaturen 1882 - 1907 by Valko 1986 . 62 pp . plus 24 color plates . This is the limited
collector edition of only 75 copies with special binding and slipcase . Copy #5 . Like new .
German

81

	

Rayon III by Gees, 47 pp . softbound classic on plating . Minor bends but completely usable .

	

-

	

3 0

82 Die Soldatenmarken der Schweiz 1914/18, 1939/45 Vol 1 & 2, by H . Sulser 1977 . Catalog for

	

2 5
Swiss military stamps, Vol! - 297 pp, Vol 2 - 60 pp of top quality black and white photo plates .
Crease on back cover of Vol 2, o/w VF.

Miscellaneous & Liechtenstei n
83

	

Liechtenstein Zst. lx-3x (Sc . 1-3) on registered cover dated 30 .I .12 from Schaan to Munich

	

145

84 Liechtenstein Zst. 10 (Sc . 10) 20h . green, unused block of 80, NH, folded once, SBK '98 Sfr . 400,

	

280

	

8 0
Scott '96 $40

85

	

Liechtenstein Zst. 276-7 (Sc . 287-8) 2-3 Fr . unused LH, VF, SBK '98 Sfr. 280, Scott '96 $100

	

196

	

5 6

86

	

Liechtenstein Zst. D48-59 (sc . 047-58) 1968 Official set in NH blocks of 4, VF, Scott '96 $16 .96

	

8

87

	

Selection of 24 official collection sheets issued by the PTT between 1973-1981 . Most stamps are

	

2 0
cancelled with first day marking but 3 mint UN agency sets are included . Original face over Sfr
40.

88 Luzern Shooting festival stamps, 12 different, MNH, VF Estimated $100-

	

6 0

89

	

Luzern Shooting Festival stamps (2) incl . Pilatus Rigi & Burgen Fr . 12- revolver and Rutli &

	

35

	

3 0
Luzern Fr . 18- Gewehr, mint, NH scarce . 1980 Pen c.v . Sfr 50 -

Online Viewing : http://www.slip.net/~bmarsden/AHPS

AHPS Auction 112 - May 1998 - Prices Realized

1 7

5 0

1 0

5 0

170

7 0
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World War II Censored "Züruck-Retour" Mail

by Ed C. Walton

Finding something that's different from the normal is what makes this hobby of ours so consistently
rewarding . The pleasure of discovery is never far away and if it turns out that the discovery is indeed unique ,
there is then the added pleasure of sharing the discovery with others .

In this case it is a small thing, but not a common occurrence, which I wish to share with fellow collector s
of Swiss mail from World War II .

Soon after the outbreak of W .W. II, the Postal Administration advised the public that sealed letter s
posted to foreign destinations had to have the sender's address shown on the outside of the cover . And it
reserved the right to open mail which did not have the required address . However, I have not seen many, if
any, examples of the consequences where this rule was broken - until just recently when I found a cover (Figure s
1 & 2) at the recent R .P.S .C . Show in Hamilton, Ont (May 29 - June 1) .

An envelope franked with the proper 3 0
ems. foreign surface rate was posted in
SCHWYZ 14.XII .42-18 to the Sacred
Heart Convent in Yakton, S .D ., USA .
The sender's address had been omitted
from outside the envelope . However ,
Switzerland was then in a state of high
alert because German troops had onl y
four weeks previously, on 11 Nov . ,
occupied Vichy France, and it was feared
that an occupation of Switzerland woul d
also be attempted .
As a consequence, all postal traffic wa s
suspended and detained at the variou s
central collection points and returned to
the sender, with the framed ,

Züruck - Retour
Postverkehr eingestellt

Service postal suspendu

However, the cover in questio n
could not be returned, for the simpl e
reason that there was no address. So
the Postal Administration in Luzern did
a thing they don't often do: they opene d
the envelope! Did they find the missin g
address? We shall never know, becaus e
the imminent danger of Germa n
occupation passed and routes for foreign
mail were reopened . Therefore the
envelope was resealed with three official
postal seals and date stamped (in blue! )
LUZERN KREIS-POST-DIR. 23 .I .43
(listed by Andres + Emmeneggern `Grp .
73D #65') and sent on its way . It was
duly examined by the German censor i n
Paris and also by the U.S . censor 329 7
(in Washington, I believe) .

Unfortunately there is no receiving
stamp, but I'm sure that the goo d
Mother Superior was quite impressed !

Front of Cover

Back of Cover
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Bühler Collected Bühler
by Peter Meier

(Translated by Richard Powers, from the Baslerstab, 28 January 1997 )

In 1963 the well known philatelist Josua Bühler donated this collection "Cancellations from Bühler" t o
the Swiss PTT Museum in Bern .

Only a very few stamp collectors have a family name which corresponds to the name of a municipalit y
with a post office . Mr. Bühler belonged to the privileged few . Between the towns of Teufen and Gais in the
Canton of Appenzell-Outer Rhoden lies the municipality of Bühler . During his many active years as a collector ,
Mr. Bühler eagerly sought covers and single stamps with
a cancellation from Bühler . Among the more interesting
items in this collection is the "precancel" of Postmaste r
Lutz . From 1851 to 1854 Lutz cancelled in advance
complete sheets of stamps using a diamond shape d
canceller, before cutting them apart with a pair o f
scissors . His colleagues in Gais also used this unusua l
method of cancellation .

One can see in figure 1 on the cover to the City Stat e
of Hamburg, that the black diamonds do not tie th e
stamps to the envelope . A letter weighing less than 15
grams (the smallest step size) to the third postal region in
Germany cost 40 rappen. This region included
destinations more than 20 geographical miles from th e
Swiss border. A geographical mile corresponds to about 5
miles (8 kms) .

The cancel PP (Port Paye means postage paid) t o
Germany was not necessary . Postmaster Lutz could hav e
saved the effort . One finds that most letters to
Switzerland's northern neighbor bear neither the cancel
PP nor PD (Port Paye a destination means postage to be
paid at the destination) .

The exhibit of Josua Bühler consists of 19 album pages . It is displayed in the PTT Museum (Cabinet 3 ,
Frame 18) . The Museum is open from 10 AM to 5 PM Tuesday through Sunday .

HELVETIA 98 Seminar at MILCOPEX
Milwaukee, Wisconsin; September 17, 199 8

Topic

	

Schedule

Welcome

	

1 :00 P.M .

Postmarks of Pioneer Swiss Rail Routes 1858-68

	

1 :10 P.M .

Inter-Space Hole Sizes in Swiss Se-Tenant Pairs

	

1 :30 P.M .

World War II Swiss Mail to United States and Canada

	

1 :50 P.M .

The Swiss Postal Service as a Useful Means of Publicity

	

2 :15 P.M .

Swiss Stamp Day Observances

	

2 :30 P.M .

Swiss Cards before UPU (1873-75), UPU Commemorative Cards (1909) 2 :50 P.M .

Refreshments

	

3 :10 P.M .

Swiss Postal Stationery

	

3 :30 P.M .

Use of Swiss Pro Juventute Stamps before 1921 on Foreign Mail,

	

3 :50 P.M .
Use of Swiss Stamps Abroad

Swiss Postage Due Stamp Printings

	

4:10 P.M .

Exhibiting Differences in the United States and Switzerland (Panel)

	

4:30 P.M .

Audience Questions and Answers

	

5 :00 P.M .

5 :30 P.M .

Figure 1 . A cover from
postmarked 1
unusual cancellation .

Bühler to Hamburg
Feb. 1853, using an

Speaker

Richard H . Barton

James A. Anderson

Richard H . Barton

Charles J. LaBlonde

Beatrice Rölli-Schärr

John Steinberg

Harlan F. Stone

Break

Edmund C. Walton

Robert G. Wightman

Robert G. Zeigler

Peter P. McCann

All Speakers

Adjournment
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"CONSILIUM AT THE ROYAL "
by Charles J. LaBlonde, CPhH

As part of their 1997/1998 program the Roya l
Philatelic Society o f
London invited the
Swiss Consiliu m
Philatelae Helveticae
(CPhH) to visit on 28
May 1998 . The visi t
was in the form of
what the Royal call s
an "afternoo n
display." This means
that the visitors put
up their exhibits in
the frames at th e
Royal by 1 PM. The
members of the Royal
come by during the
afternoon at their
convenience to discuss
the exhibits and to
ask questions of the visitors .

From the Consilium the following presented displays :
Henry Grand, "Bluette and Rose"

Markus Sulger, "Excerpts from a Specialized
Collection of Varieties on Swiss Stamps "

Robert Wightman, "The Postal History of th e
Dodecanese from the Time of the Knights of
St.John to the Occupation by Italy "

Georges Schild, "Mail During WW I for Asia &
Australia "

Kurt Rölli, "Queen Elizabeth II (1952-1994)—
Gems, Errors & Varieties "

Ernst Schlunegger, "Switzerland and Helvetia o n
Foreign Stamps and Postmarks"

Cecile Gruson, "Guatemala — A Selection of Postal
Markings "

Gerard Barraud, "The Post and Home Navigatio n
in Switzerland"

Emil Rellstab, "Fakes and Forgeries "

Alfred Guggisberg, "The Prestamp Posta l
markings "

Max Hertsch, "Separatist War 1847 — The Las t
Armed Conflict in Switzerland "

Charles LaBlonde, "Swiss WW II Mail to the U S
and Canada — A Postal History Overview "

In addition, the following Consilium members
were part of the Royal visit, without giving displays :
Roland Kohl, Alma Lee, Edmond Martin and Paolo
Vollmeier . Six members were fortunate enough to be
invited to Buckingham Palace to view the Queen' s
collection .

It was a distinct pleasure to meet long tim e
AHPS member Fred Pickard at the Royal . Fred very
kindly gave us a tour of the Royal, including the smal l
but very impressive museum .

Late in the afternoon the president of the Royal
and the president of the Consilium spoke briefly ,
preceding wine and snacks . The Consilium presented
the Royal a bound volume of the exhibits and a special
gift made by Henry Grand, a reconstructed an d
framed pane of Penny Reds . In the evening the
Consilium treated officers of the Royal to dinner . All in
all it was a very special and philatelically rewardin g
day .

ConsiliumPublications

Under the leadership of Paolo Vollmeier th e
Consilium has been very active in preserving
important postal archival material in Switzerland b y
copying and publishing the material . Items complete d
and available for purchase include :

St .Gallen Postal Treaties and Postal History ,
7 Volume s

Zürich Postal Treaties and Postal History ,
6 Volumes

Swiss Telegraph markings, 1 Volum e

World War II Swiss Postal History, 3 Volumes

Military Postmarks 1914, 1 Volum e

Basel Postal Treaties, 3 Volumes

Protocol of the Bern Postal Commission ,
1702-1831, 5 Volume s

The Postmarks of Switzerland, 1926, 1943 an d
1958, 12 Volume s

The latter publication includes copies of th e
cards filed with the PTT showing an imprint of ever y
postmark authorizer for use in Switzerland . The total
cost is SFr 1200 plus shipping. Given the volume of
information contained in the publication (8030 pages )
this is not so expensive . Anyone interested i n
purchasing these publications, please let me know .

New Book - Swiss Postal Labels

"Les Etiquettes Postales Suisse 1876-1997"
published by Consilium Philateliae
Helveticae, French & German, richl y
illustrated, 128 pp (48 color), avail .
October `98, $40 postage paid . Order
before September 23 from Ralp h
Soderberg, MD (address on page 2 )

Afternoon at the Royal- -
Fred Pickard and Roland
Kohl discuss the subtletie s
of WW II airmail while you r
author looks on .
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"A New Postmark -- Postfinance"
by Oswald Schoni and Giovanni Balimann

Translated by Charles J . LaBlonde from the Bulletin of the Swiss Cancel Collectors Society (With Permission )

In preparation for the separation of the post office and the telephone company the PTT has established a
new name for its postal checking account
business . The new name, according to
the postmark shown, is "Postfinance . "
(Note that "Postfinance " actually
remains a department of the post offic e
under the reorganization .) Unfortunately
the name of the city and the time are not
included in the postmark, which is 26
mm in diameter .

The earliest use of such a postmark (not announced in any PTT literature) has been established as 1 5

September 1997 . The mark appears on gray recycled paper covers PTT 498 .17 of which there are already many

printings and varieties . These covers have replaced the long familiar yellow covers that brought statements t o

postal checking customers .
The postmark is applied by

a franking machine of the typ e
Ascom S320. It is used in the six
processing centers of the Swis s
postal checking system : Bern ,
Bulle, Basel, Luzern, Netstal and
St.Gallen. Since the marking i s
applied by a franking machine i t
will be given a V (experimental )
number in the Machine Cance l
catalog. Note that this new
marking has replaced all of th e
former hand cancels used b y
these processing centers .

(Translator's Note : Any AHPS
members who would like a cover
bearing this marking, pleas e
send me $1.00 to cover postage . )

Matternhorn Sheet
Available !

Courvoisier has sent 5 0
copies of the Matterhor n
sheet, as shown on the
cover, to be distributed t o
AHPS members . They are
available on a "first come ,
first served" basis, one to a
customer. Members shoul d
send a self-addresse d
stamped envelope larg e
enough to fit the sheet
(which is 5 1/2 by 9 1/4
inches) with whateve r
stiffener desired to : Richard
T. Hall (address on pg . 2) .
Requests arriving after th e
50 have been given out wil l
be returned empty.
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Assist With Philatelic Research
Two Challenges from Charles J . LaBlonde

Cancelled Airmail Label s
by Charles J. LaBlonde, CPhH

Ian McQueen of Bournmouth,
England, is a world authority on wha t
he calls cancelled airmail labels . If the
postage on a letter was insufficient fo r
complete airmail service or if airmai l
service was not available beyond a
certain point, the post office could appl y
an obliteration mark over the airmail
label .

These obliterations take many
forms . Most were applied by rubber
stamp, in a variety of colors . The poin t
of application is generally the point at
which air service ceased . For a short '
paid letter, this could actually be th e
point of origin . But during a war, th e
letter may have been properly paid, but
the service may simply not have bee n
available . In this case, the "end of air service" terminal would obliterate the airmail markings on the letter .

The actual point of application of these obliterations remains a mystery . We are especially interested in

the "double railroad tracks" marking shown here on the cover, as it is very rare and some have actuall y

suggested it may be of Swiss origin. (Close examination of several covers casts doubts on a Swiss origin . )

If your collection includes any covers bearing this marking, photocopies would be most welcome. Ernie

Bergman, Ed Walton and Bob Zeigler have already sent examples for which we are very grateful . Any others out

there?

A Mystery Marking
by Charles J. LaBlonde, CPhH

During early 1944 there appeared
on letters to and from Switzerland (som e
other countries also, but very seldom) a
mystery marking, assumed to hav e
originated in the German censor office in
Paris .

As the cover shows, the markin g
appears like a machine cancel, upside
down at the lower left of letters . It has 5
straight lines and a round crown that
sometimes contains letters (rare) an d
sometimes is blank (more common) .

The origins and meaning of thi s
marking has been a research subjec t
since the mid 80s, but the real story i s
not yet at hand . If you have any cover s
with this mark, please send a copy, with particulars of the cover . Tony Brooks of Indianapolis is making a new

effort to solve this puzzle .
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Profile of a Swiss Stamp Collector - Anton M . Kofranek
by Rudy Schaelchl i

The smiling face on the picture tells us that Tony, a 75 year old collector, living in Davis, California enjoy s
life. He said that he always wears a cap to keep his head warm and that helps his sinus problem and keep s
the headache away . He is a retired Professor in Plant Sciences, a member of the APS since 1950 and a

member of the AHPS .

Tony started collecting US stamps at the age of twelve with singles an d
blocks of four . College, the military and again, college, stopped his collecting
for a few years . In a bombed-out post office in Germany he found sheets of th e
red Hitler stamps . They were hung on a tree and used for target practice b y
his unit . After receiving his BS degree in Horticulture in 1947, he continue d
his studies in plant sciences at Cornell and received his PhD in 1950 . His
interest in collecting was renewed when he was offered some stamps at a goo d
price . However, accepting a job as an instructor at UCLA and raising tw o
children put the hobby again in the background until 1958 when he took a
sabbatical leave and moved to the Netherlands for eight months to study
tulips and other bulbous plants . With no TV and other entertainment to

interfere, his interest went back
to the stamps and he joined a
local stamp club where he trade d
some of his duplicate US materia l
for Dutch stamps . He son John
liked the colorful PJ and PP
stamps with the flowers an d
insects of Switzerland and they
decided to collect that country .
During his stay in Holland he met
a Professor Doorenbos, an expert
in the Standing Helvetia issues .
Tony learned many things fro m
him about the early Swiss issues .
The Professor co-authored i n
1982 a book about the Standing
Helvetia stamps with Guiand ,
Valko and Hertsch and presently
is working on a study of the 190 0
UPU issue .

Returning to the US he
looked everywhere in the LA
region for Swiss stamps . He sold
his US and Netherland collections
to concentrate on the Swiss ,
Europe and 1861 US issues . His
son's interest in stamps fade d
due to baseball, surfing and other
interests .

Tony continued his study of
the Standing Helvetia and found
some Cantonals in purchase d
collections. That is when he
found out about the man y
forgeries in the early stamps and
became interested in them ,
writing a ten-page article on the m
in 1982 for the APS . That article
brought him (Cont . on page 19)
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Philatelic Cinderella
by Peter Meie r

(Translated by Richard Powers from an article which first appeared in the Baslerstab 7 January 1997 )

This above is actually the title of an article by Yvonne Merz from Lucerne in the young person 's stamp
newspaper "Zack", which introduces the reader to Swiss perfins .

Let me remind you that there are always businessmen who worry that their supply of stamps might b e
purloined by their staff. As a result they used tiny perforations to identify their stamps . In Postal Regulation
No. 121 issued 22 April 1876 the Swiss PTT allowed until further notice that stamps could be perforated wit h
symbols or letters (normally the initials of the firm) as a means of identifying them .

A few year ago Yvonne Merz came across a cover stamped with a perfin (perforated intitials) . Instead of
throwing it away as was often normal in the past, she was charmed by the unusual nature of the item . Today
she possesses a large collection of this philatelic specialty . In her article one discovers some interestin g
information. For instance, one learns that the first systematic study of Swiss perfins was not in the Swis s
philatelic literature but in the American journal "Helvetia Newsletter", appearing in 1966-67 .

The British postal administration allowed
the overprinting of stamps in the year 1856, first o n
the printed side and later only on the reverse side as
a means of fighting the theft of stamps . A few
Swiss firms, including among others, Buxtorf & Ci e
in Basel, used this technique for identifying it s
stamps .

In 1867 the London firm, Josef Sloper ,
patented a special perforating machine for stamps .
The Swiss postal administration was one of the firs t
in the world to allow this new method of
identification . Particularly cautious businessme n
not only perforated their stamps but also thei r
postal cards and their stamped newspaper
wrappers. In Figure 1 appears a postal card with
the initials G .H .W. perforated in the upper right
hand corner of the card. The initials correspond t o
the company name, Gebruder Huber Winterthur .

The introduction of postal meter machine s
rendered perfins obsolete . "Today hardly any
company uses a perforator", writes Yvonne Merz at the end of her article . But one should mention that
Regulation No. 121 from the year 1876 was never countermanded and is still in effect .

Profile of a Swiss Stamp Collector (Cont. from page 18 )

many responses from collectors that got stung. One reply was from the late Frank Buhlstrode in the UK that
was an offer to send him his collection and accumulation of Sperat i 's forgeries to study, an offer Tony could no t
refuse. He studied them for a couple months and became good friends with the gentleman . Before dying h e
asked Mr. Katcher from the Amateur Collector to seek the forgeries to Tony for a set price . Despite being to o
much for his budget at that time, he was able to get it by making several payments . He does keep finding mor e
Sperati 's in auctions to add to his holdings . Before he decided to sell them, he made color slides and eve n
having sold them, he still has the collection and memories . However, he still has the desire to hunt for them
and wrote articles in the September and November issues of the TELL in 1996 . He studied these forgeries i n
the archives of the Royal Philatelic Society in London, the Postal Museum in Bern and the Spellman Museu m
near Boston . Presently he is working on a book on the forgeries of the Swiss Federal issues of 1850-52 .

Tony has never exhibited his treasures and has no desire to do so . He calls himself a "quiet collector "
sharing his knowledge with his friends at meetings and is still out to learn more about our interesting hobby ,
writing all down to be part of permanent literature to give others to build on .

His eyes are not what they used to be, however his son John who got him first interested in Swis s
stamps, has shown great interest in carrying on the collection. The father feels his son will improve it, mayb e
exhibit and share the Kofranek collection with others in the society . John is also a member of the AHPS .

Figure 1 . Particularly cautious businessmen even had
their postal cards perforated with initials of their fir m
(here upper right) .
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Swiss Treaty Mail and the 1930 Graf Zeppelin Flight to South Americ a
(Pan-American Flight)

by Michael Peter
1930 saw the first development or publicity flight of the "Graf Zeppelin" between Germany and Brazil .

This flight was the forerunner of later regular service, the purpose of which was to provide a fast an d
comfortable passenger and mail service since, during the 1930's the only other transport service betwee n
Europe and South America was provided by slow and uncomfortable steamers .

Landings scheduled for this flight which departed from Friedrichshafen were Seville, Spain, Pernambuc o
and Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, Havana, Cuba, Lakehurst, USA and at Seville, Spain on the return t o
Friedrichshafen . Weather conditions precluded and landing or mail drop at Havana . Mail intended for Havan a
was flown from Lakehurst by airplane . Mail drops were made at Porto Praia (Cape Verde Islands) and Bahia .

Apart from subsidies from the German government, the Luftschiffbau Zeppelin GmbH depended heavily
upon the stamp collectors of the world to finance the operation of the company and its one airship, the "Graf
Zeppelin". An April/May 1930 agreement between the Luftschiffbau and the Reichspost made it th e
responsibility of the company to negotiate with foreign countries as to the share of zeppelin postal charge s
which were to be paid to the company . (As far as Germany was concerned, the Luftschiffbau was entitled to
4/5ths of the total, but had the right to a higher percentage for special flights-of which this was one) .

Thus, arrangements were made with several countries in Europe, USA and South America whereby mai l
would be carried on this flight . As far as Swiss mail was concerned, this was collected at Romanshorn and the n
shipped by ferry across the Bodensee to Friedrichshafen .

Two of my favorite Swiss covers from this flight are as follows :
The first is a cover flown from Friedrichshafen to Rio de Janeiro, Brazil . It then made a connecting fligh t

to Porto Alegre via Brazil's Condor Airlines. Connecting flight postage was paid by Brazilian stamp an d
cancelled with the "On
Board " cancel . It bear s
the correct 5 Swis s
Franc total letter rat e
for this flight . Cover i s
one of a very few to
obtain the combinatio n
of Swiss and Brazilian
franking .

The other cover
was flown from
Friedrichshafen to
Pernambuco, Brazil . I t
was off loaded at
Pernambuco

	

and
obtained

	

a

Pernambuco receiving postmark on reverse dated 5/23/30 . It was put back on the airship for the flight to Rio d e
Janeiro on 5/24/30. The airship then returned to Pernambuco where it was off loaded again and where i t
obtained a small Pernambuco receiving postmark dated 5/27/30 . Most Pernambuco mail was off loaded on th e
initial stop . This cover was there for both, making it an exciting Swiss Zeppelin mail treasure . Bears the correct
5 Swiss Franc total letter rate .
References

Amtsblatt des Reichpostministerieums . No.27-Bf. 103/193 0
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The following are scans of the original photographs used for the figures in the "Visit t o
Courvoisier" article [TELL, Vol . 24, No. 5, September 1998, pages 4/7] .

The first page shows Figures 2 and 3 .

The second page shows Figures 6 and 7 .

The third page shows Figures 8 and 9 .

The fourth page shows Figures 10 and 11 .

The fifth page shows Figure 12 .

The sixth and seventh pages show photographs not used in the article .
The sixth page shows at the top a view of the drying end of the press and at the bottom,
the perforator .

The seventh page shows at the top old printing cylinders in storage for reprinting o r
recycling and at the bottom, a cylinder being prepared for recycling .
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